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From the Chief Executive
The 2018-19 financial year was one of new beginnings for the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet (DPC) and for the
public sector.
On 1 July 2018, the department welcomed five new business
units and farewelled ten others as part of machinery of
government changes following the March 2018 election.
Managing the logistics and administration of these changes
required significant effort across the public sector.
Shortly after I commenced in the Chief Executive role in
September 2018, the department revised its strategic plan,
providing new direction in a time of significant change and renewal. In November
2018, a new organisational structure was implemented, providing interim
arrangements to support our transition to a new structure. These arrangements
supported a Cabinet-led government and have positioned DPC to coordinate and
lead whole of government reform and strategic initiatives.
In December 2018, the Government announced an Aboriginal Affairs Action Plan
aimed at improving the opportunities and services available to Aboriginal South
Australians. Progressing this plan and other initiatives in Aboriginal Affairs and
Reconciliation, including the development of a Stretch Reconciliation Action Plan for
DPC, were priorities in 2018-19.
We commenced a refocus on the role of Arts South Australia, articulating the
Government’s direction for arts and culture in a five-year Arts Plan. This involved
extensive consultation with sector, government and the public throughout the
financial year.
To progress the Government’s economic agenda, the department provided
leadership for key economic initiatives including Lot Fourteen, population
growth, productivity initiatives and supported the development of Growth State.
I acknowledge and thank all staff for their contributions during the 2018-19 year, both
those in the spotlight and those providing critical support behind the scenes, and
look forward to what we will collectively achieve over the next year.

Jim McDowell
Chief Executive
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
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Overview: about the agency
Our strategic focus
Our purpose

The Department of the Premier and Cabinet (DPC) is the lead
agency supporting the Premier and Cabinet by developing policy
and delivering programs to realise the Government’s vision for
South Australia.

Our vision

Delivering results to build confidence in South Australia.

Our functions,
objectives and
deliverables

DPC’s strategic goals for 2018-19 were:
•

Policies and programs to deliver more jobs, lower costs and
better services.

•

Lead whole of government responses to strengthen South
Australia’s economy and cultural prosperity.

•

Efficient, open, accountable and collaborative government.

DPC delivers specialist policy advice to the Premier and Ministers
and supports the Cabinet process.
We have overarching responsibility for Commonwealth-State
relations and managing the Premier’s Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) and Council for the Australian Federation
(CAF) agendas.
DPC develops and leads projects and policy in the areas of
economic and social development, international relationships,
digital government and ICT, and data.
We provide leadership in across government policy for Aboriginal
affairs and reconciliation, multicultural affairs and the arts.
Further information about our functions and responsibilities is
available on our website.
Our values

The public sector values underpin everything we do:
•

Trust

•

Collaboration and Engagement

•

Service

•

Honesty and Integrity

•

Professionalism

•

Courage and Tenacity

•

Respect

•

Sustainability
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Our organisational structure
The organisational chart reflects the structure of the agency as at 30 June 2019.

Changes to the agency
On 1 September 2018, Jim McDowell commenced as Chief Executive, DPC,
replacing Erma Ranieri, acting Chief Executive.
The following changes were made to DPC’s structure during 2018-19.
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Transferred out of DPC
Transferred as at 1 July 2018

To

Mineral Resources and Energy

Department for Energy and Mining

Water Industry Technical and
Safety Regulation

Department for Energy and Mining

Shared Services SA

Department of Treasury and Finance

Public Sector Performance

Department of Treasury and Finance

Chief Procurement Office

Department of Treasury and Finance

Electorate Services

Department of Treasury and Finance

Economic Priorities

Department of Treasury and Finance

ICT Transformation

Department of Treasury and Finance

Service SA

Department of Planning, Transport and
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

Department for Industry and Skills

Transferred as at 1 October 2018

To

Early Intervention and Research

Transferred as at 1 April 2019

Department of Human Services

To

Agent General

Department for Trade, Tourism and
Investment

State Coordinator General

Department for Trade, Tourism and
Investment

China Strategy

Department for Trade, Tourism and
Investment
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Transferred into DPC
Transferred as at 1 July 2018

From

Aboriginal Affairs and
Reconciliation

Department of State Development

Multicultural Affairs

Department of Human Services

Arts South Australia

Department of State Development

Veterans SA

Department of Treasury and Finance

Transferred to DPC as an attached
office as at 1 July 2018
Office for Recreation, Sport and
Racing

Transferred to the South Australian
Productivity Commission as at
1 January 2019
Simpler Regulation Unit

From
Department of Planning, Transport and
Infrastructure

From

Department of Treasury and Finance

Our Minister
The Hon Steven Marshall MP is South Australia’s 46th Premier.
The Premier is responsible for the Department of the Premier and Cabinet, and
Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation, Defence and Space Industries, the Arts,
Veterans SA and Multicultural Affairs.
Email contact details

Mail contact details

premier@sa.gov.au

GPO Box 2343
Adelaide SA 5001
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Our Executive team
As at 30 June 2019, the department’s Executive team comprised:
•

Jim McDowell, Chief Executive
The Chief Executive leads the department which supports the Premier and
Cabinet to deliver the government’s vision for South Australia.

•

Peter Worthington-Eyre, Executive Director, Office for Data Analytics
The Office for Data Analytics leads public sector data analytics initiatives. It
advises on and administers the Public Sector (Data Sharing) Act 2016 and the
Information Sharing Guidelines to create a data-driven government.

•

Dr Eva Balan-Vnuk, Executive Director, ICT and Digital Government
ICT and Digital Government drives the strategic priorities for the department
and the South Australian Government in the areas of cyber security, digital
government, engagement, ICT technology and innovation.

•

Dr Jon Gorvett, Executive Director, Intergovernmental and Diplomatic
Relations
Intergovernmental and Diplomatic Relations represents South Australia’s
interests in intergovernmental forums. It delivers state events and manages
inbound and outbound international and diplomatic missions. It leads
emergency management and security issues and initiatives.

•

Ruth Ambler, Executive Director, Cabinet Office
Cabinet Office coordinates and supports the Cabinet process, monitors the
delivery of the government’s priorities and commitments, and coordinates
cross government economic and social policy.

•

Steven Woolhouse, Executive Director, Corporate Services
Corporate Services provides departmental and across government support
and direction across communications, people and culture, finance, business
and performance and ICT services.

•

Joslene Mazel, Executive Director, Community and Culture
The Community and Culture division includes Arts South Australia, Aboriginal
Affairs and Reconciliation, Multicultural Affairs, Veterans SA and French
Strategy.

•

Kelly Biggins, Director, Office of the Chief Executive
The Office of the Chief Executive provides executive services and strategic
policy advice to the Chief Executive, and manages governance and business
reform projects, and the freedom of information function for DPC.
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Legislation administered by the agency
The following are Acts committed to the Premier:
•

Aboriginal Heritage Act 1979

•

Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988

•

Aboriginal Lands Parliamentary Standing Committee Act 2003

•

Aboriginal Lands Trust 2013

•

Adelaide Festival Centre Trust Act 1971

•

Adelaide Festival Corporation Act 1998

•

Adelaide Festival Theatre Act 1964

•

Agent General Act 1901

•

Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Land Rights Act 1981

•

ANZAC Day Commemoration Act 2005

•

Art Gallery Act 1939

•

Carrick Hill Trust Act 1985

•

Competition Policy Reform (South Australia) Act 1996

•

Constitution Act 1934

•

Emergency Management Act 2004

•

Fees Regulation Act 1927

•

Government Business Enterprises (Competition) Act 1996

•

Infrastructure SA Act 2018

•

Libraries Act 1982

•

Maralinga Tjarutja Land Rights Act 1984

•

Mutual Recognition (South Australia) Act 1993

•

Public Sector (Data Sharing) Act 2016

•

Remuneration Act 1990

•

South Australian Country Arts Trust Act 1992

•

South Australian Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs Commission Act 1980

•

South Australian Museum Act 1976

•

State Opera of South Australia Act 1976

•

State Theatre Company of South Australia Act 1972

•

Trans-Tasman Mutual Recognition (South Australia) Act 1999

•

Unauthorised Documents Act 1916
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Other related agencies (within the Premier’s areas of responsibility)
The following offices are attached to, and supported by, DPC.
Office of the Commissioner for Aboriginal Engagement
The Office of the Commissioner for Aboriginal Engagement was established in 2007.
Dr Roger Thomas, a well-respected Aboriginal leader in South Australia, was
appointed as South Australia's Commissioner for Aboriginal Engagement on
18 July 2018. The Commissioner’s functions are:
•
•
•

contribute to the development of the Government’s strategic Aboriginal Affairs
agenda, drawing on the views and aspirations of Aboriginal South Australians
publicly advocate for engagement between the broader community and
Aboriginal people
investigate and advise on systemic barriers to Aboriginal people’s access and
full participation in government, non-government and other services.

During the 2018-19 financial year the Commissioner and his office:
•
•
•
•
•

•

undertook targeted engagement with key Aboriginal stakeholders in relation to
the South Australian Government Aboriginal Affairs Action Plan 2019-2020
facilitated Buthera Agreement implementation meetings between the Narungga
Nation Aboriginal Corporation and the South Australian Government
designed and developed draft engagement models as per the South
Australian Aboriginal Engagement Reform initiative as outlined in the South
Australian Government Aboriginal Affairs Action Plan 2019-2020
supported Aboriginal families and individuals by advocating on their behalf in
relation to housing, justice and other areas that impact Aboriginal people
represented the Aboriginal community by providing high level policy advice to
government and non-government organisations in the areas of homelessness,
housing, ageing, mental health, corrections, health, education, environment
and other areas
engaged with various stakeholders, agencies and organisations to provide
support and a high level of informed Aboriginal perspectives on matters of
Aboriginal engagement, policy and programs.

Office of the South Australian Productivity Commission
The South Australian Productivity Commission (SAPC) was established on
22 October 2018 and is supported by the Office of the South Australian
Productivity Commission (OSAPC), attached to DPC.
The SAPC is led by Chief Executive, Dr Matthew Butlin, and reports to the Premier.
OSAPC is an independent body that makes recommendations to the Government
to facilitate productivity growth, unlock new economic opportunities, support job
creation and remove existing regulatory barriers with the State.
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The OSAPC is producing an independent Annual Report for 2018-19, accessible
via their website.
Office for Recreation, Sport and Racing
The Office for Recreation, Sport and Racing (ORSR) is an attached office to
DPC, reporting to the Minister for Recreation, Sport and Racing, the Hon Corey
Wingard MP.
The ORSR is led by Chief Executive, Ms Kylie Taylor.
The ORSR leads the Government's policy on sport and active recreation. It
develops stronger, healthier and safer communities through active sport and
recreation policy, programs, services, infrastructure and elite pathways. It also
provides strategic policy advice to the Minister on matters relating to the South
Australian racing industry.
The ORSR is producing an independent Annual Report for 2018-19, accessible
via their website.
Statutory authorities attached to the department
All statutory authorities attached to the department are producing independent
Annual Reports for 2018-19, accessible via their websites.
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The agency’s performance
Performance at a glance
During 2018-19, DPC led or supported a range of programs, initiatives, policies and
activities to achieve our strategic goals. The department:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

supported the establishment of agencies and bodies to drive the Government’s
economic agenda, including the Productivity Commission and Infrastructure SA
negotiated key intergovernmental agreements including the Adelaide City
Deal and the new Closing the Gap partnership agreement
provided leadership for key across-government initiatives to boost the
economy such as Lot Fourteen
consulted extensively on the development of the South Australian Arts Plan
and the Aboriginal Affairs Action Plan
progressed major upgrades and redevelopments to the state’s art and cultural
institutions, such as Her Majesty’s Theatre and the Adelaide Festival Centre
implemented measures to support a Cabinet-led Government including a new
Cabinet process and new Cabinet committees
continued to digitise more government services through the sa.gov.au website
implemented new, more efficient approaches to the supply of specialist media
services to government and paying government invoices.

Agency contribution to whole of government objectives
DPC contributed to the achievement of the South Australian Government’s
objectives – more jobs, lower costs and better services – as follows.
Key objective
More jobs

Agency’s contribution
•

Established Infrastructure SA in November 2018, which
began developing a 20-year infrastructure strategy to
ensure the state can grow the economy, support local
jobs and meet the needs of communities across South
Australia

• Established an Economic Advisory Council in July 2018, to
provide strategic policy advice on economic and jobs
growth to the Premier
• Led the Review of the South Australian Government’s
International and Interstate Engagement Bodies and
Functions (Steven Joyce Review). Recommendations
from this review led to establishing a process for the
development of an economic growth agenda; Growth
State: Our Plan for Prosperity
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Key objective

Lower costs

Better services

Agency’s contribution
•

Negotiated the Adelaide City Deal – a $551 million,
10-year agreement between the Australian Government,
the Government of South Australia and the City of
Adelaide, to grow Adelaide as an innovative and vibrant
city. This agreement includes a range of job creation and
economic growth strategies

•

Issued new guidelines to prevent the misuse of taxpayer
funds for political purposes by imposing stricter controls
on taxpayer funded advertising

•

Entered into a new panel contract for media services –
the Master Media Scheme – which resulted in the media
service fees being equal to, or better than, industry
benchmark

•

Implemented changes to the structure and functions of
government agencies in line with recommendations from
the Steven Joyce Review and the Government’s election
commitment to lead an efficient and accountable
government

•

Established the South Australian Productivity
Commission to provide advice on cutting red tape,
improve the quality of government services and deliver
economic reform

•

Developed a two-year whole of government Aboriginal
Affairs Action Plan, to deliver real on-the-ground
outcomes that will improve the lives of Aboriginal South
Australians. The plan brings together 32 activities focused
on three priority areas: economic participation; better
services; and capacity building

•

Negotiated new national policy, reform and funding
agreements with our Commonwealth and interstate
partners in areas of education, water and closing the gap

•

Established a Cyber Security Innovation Node; a
partnership to accelerate the growth of the cyber security
sector in South Australia, as part of AustCyber’s National
Network of Cyber Security Innovation Nodes. The
network is designed to foster and accelerate cyber
capability development and innovation across the
country. The South Australian node is jointly funded by
the South Australian Government and AustCyber
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Agency specific objectives and performance
DPC implemented activities to meet a range of objectives in 2018-19 in line with our
purpose, vision and strategic goals.
Agency
objectives

Indicators

DPC’s performance

Lead major
projects and
initiatives to
drive the
Premier’s vision
for South
Australia

Provide governance and
leadership in the development
of the Lot Fourteen site on
North Terrace

Led the process of defining the
scope and vision for the
delivery of an Aboriginal Art
and Cultures Gallery at Lot
Fourteen

Lead the development of, and
implement, projects and
initiatives to increase the rate
of economic growth in South
Australia
Provide public sector agencies
access to economic analysis
tools and systems to inform
development of their policies
and initiatives

Collaborated in the design of
the Lot Fourteen Defence and
Space Landing Pad,
supporting the relocation of
international companies to
South Australia
Established a process to
develop a South Australian
Growth Agenda (Growth State:
Our Plan for Prosperity), in
response to the Steven Joyce
Review, including:
•

Established a secretariat to
support the development of
Growth State: Our Plan for
Prosperity – to assist
agencies to achieve the
Government’s overall
economic priorities and
seek industry views on the
priorities and effectiveness
of individual initiatives

•

Supported the development
of a range of public
communications chiefly
designed to highlight the
Government’s
commitments to enhancing
growth in South Australia

Provided whole of government
access to comprehensive data
on exports, and a modelling
tool so government agencies
can see how their projects
impact the economy
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Agency
objectives

Indicators

DPC’s performance

Deliver specialist
advice to the
Premier and
support the
Cabinet to be an
effective
decision-making
body

Support rigorous Cabinet
Supported:
processes across government,
• 115 Cabinet meetings
including thorough analysis of
the risks, costs and benefits of • 55 Executive Council
meetings
proposals
Monitor and support delivery
of the Government’s priorities
and commitments
Support the administration of
Cabinet and the Executive
Council
Maintain and monitor delivery
against the State Emergency
Management Plan and the
State Emergency
Management Committee
(SEMC) Strategic Plan

•

64 Cabinet Committee
meetings across the five
Cabinet Committees –
Budget, Social Affairs,
Economic and
Infrastructure, Justice and
Legislative Reform, and the
Emergency Management
Council

Provided quality advice and
analysis on more than 1,100
proposals that were
considered through the
Cabinet process
Provided regular monitoring
and supported the delivery of
the Government’s priorities
and commitments through
Cabinet and the Cabinet
Committees
Supported the Cabinet
Secretary to undertake
continuous improvement of
Cabinet processes and
operations, such as strategic
planning sessions for Cabinet
and Cabinet Committees
Supported the Premier as
Chair of the Emergency
Management Council, to
progress initiatives including
governance arrangements
during catastrophic disasters
and developing the state’s
fixated threat capacity
Worked with state and
Commonwealth government
agencies to establish an
assurance program for the
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Agency
objectives

Indicators

DPC’s performance
SEMC, review the State
Emergency Management Plan,
deliver the SEMC taskforce on
Countering-Violent Extremism
and contribute to national
projects including the National
Disaster Risk Reduction
Framework

Lead
Commonwealthstate and
international
diplomatic
relations for the
South Australian
Government

Negotiate important
intergovernmental agreements
to achieve good outcomes for
South Australia
Engage high level foreign
audiences and promote the
state through the international
visits program

Negotiated the following
agreements:
•

Adelaide City Deal

•

National School Reform
Agreement 2019-2023

•

National Drought
Agreement

•

Closing the Gap
Partnership Agreement
2019-2029

•

Murray-Darling Basin
Compliance Compact

•

National Partnership on
Land Transport
Infrastructure Projects
2019-2024

Co-hosted the second national
COAG Reducing Violence
Against Women Summit with
the Commonwealth
Government
Provided executive support
and secretariat services to the
Capital City Committee, a
partnership between the South
Australian Government and the
City of Adelaide aimed at
enhancing and promoting the
development of the City of
Adelaide as the capital city of
the state
Through the international visits
program, showcased South
Australia’s strategic industries,
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Agency
objectives

Indicators

DPC’s performance
businesses, knowledge
institutions, community and
regions
Strengthened South Australia’s
relationship with France,
building on the Australian
Government Department of
Defence Future Submarine
Program, including further
developing the sister-region
relationship with Brittany

Deliver core
functions for
Aboriginal
Affairs and
Reconciliation

Promote Aboriginal
Reconciliation and
employment diversity

Coordinated the whole of
government implementation of
the Buthera Agreement

Provide the Aboriginal
community with support and
advice

Delivered a series of
negotiated outcomes and
commitment from several
government agencies to work
with the Narungga Nation
Aboriginal Corporation. This
will drive economic
development and tailor the
design and delivery of
government services to
Narungga people
Progressed the establishment
of a South Australian
Aboriginal Interpreter Service
Office in Adelaide, to ensure
that Aboriginal people have
access to interpreters as
needed when interacting with
government services
Administered ex gratia
payments to members of the
Stolen Generation as part of
the Stolen Generation
Reparations Scheme
Provided funding to the Office
of the Commissioner for Public
Sector Employment to
administer the South
Australian Government Jawun
secondment program
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Agency
objectives

Indicators

DPC’s performance
Co-led South Australia’s
participation in the COAG
process to refresh the National
Closing the Gap strategy in
partnership with a Joint
Ministerial Council on Closing
the Gap, ensuring Aboriginal
people have an integral role in
the development and
implementation of the
refreshed strategy

Deliver core
functions for
Multicultural
Affairs

Provide multicultural affairs
support and advice to the
Government and the
community

Reviewed Multicultural Affairs’
funding programs to ensure an
equitable structure is in place
that meets community needs.
The restructure resulted in four
streams of funding: Advance
Together; Celebrate Together;
Expand Together and Stronger
Together
Commenced a review of the
South Australian Multicultural
and Ethnic Affairs Commission
Act 1980 to inform drafting of
revised legislation and embed
a set of multicultural principles
to guide future directions
Celebrated the state’s cultural
diversity through hosting the
11th annual Governor’s
Multicultural Awards at
Government House in
March 2019
Supported a range of festivals
and major events to celebrate
the unique riches of our
culturally diverse state,
including:
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•

Australia Day Parade, with
more than 70 multicultural
groups participating

•

ANZAC Eve Youth Vigil,
with young people from up
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Agency
objectives

Indicators

DPC’s performance
to 15 multicultural groups
participating
•

Christmas Pageant, with
five multicultural community
groups participating in the
‘Christmas Around the
World’ float

Provided support and funding
to community organisations
that provide services to
multicultural communities
Deliver core
functions for arts
and culture

Provide funding, support,
advice and coordination to the
arts, cultural and creative
sector

Oversaw the development of a
new Arts Plan for South
Australia, to ensure that Arts
funding in South Australia is
Care for the state’s collections, driven by performance, artistic
expression, collaboration and
buildings and other assets
enterprise
within the arts, cultural and
creative sector
Progressed Her Majesty’s
Theatre Redevelopment
project and upgrades for the
Adelaide Festival Theatre
Supported the Adelaide
Festival to present three major
international works during the
2019 festival
Delivered funding through a
range of peer contested
programs to support sector
development and presentation
of new work

Across
government
leadership for
communications,
community
engagement,
cyber security,
digital
technology, ICT
and data

Develop and coordinate cyber
security, digital government,
community engagement, ICT
technology and innovation
policy and initiatives

Developed a whole of
government Digital Strategy

Provide seamless interactions
for customer transactions
across government services

Toolkit to foster
entrepreneurialism and
innovation in the development

Progressed the delivery of 17
of the activities and outcomes
of the South Australian
Strengthen and enhance cyber Government Cyber Security
security resilience of the public Strategic Plan 2018-2021
sector
Published the D3 Digital Online
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Agency
objectives

Indicators

DPC’s performance

Provide whole of government
leadership in data analytics
work to inform service
delivery, operations and
performance

of digital solutions for South
Australians
Measured the digital
capabilities of the South
Australian Government, to
inform a plan to increase digital
skills as an enabler for more
productive government
Assumed responsibility for the
South Australian Information
Sharing Guidelines which
define the process for safely
sharing information about
vulnerable people to keep
them safe from harm
Progressed the Vulnerable
Children Project which
integrates government data to
improve frontline and strategic
decision-making for agencies
working in areas of child
protection
Led whole of government
multi-agency data analytics
work to inform significant
Cabinet, policy and budget
decisions

Deliver core
functions
through
Veterans SA

Support the veteran
community

Provided centralised
information to our exservicemen and women and
respective service providers on
state government support
services for veterans
Worked with the City of
Adelaide and the veteran
community to relocate the
Dardanelles Cenotaph from
Adelaide’s southwest
parklands to Anzac Centenary
Memorial Walk
Coordinated events to
commemorate the centenary of
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Agency
objectives

Indicators

DPC’s performance
Armistice Day, including a State
Dinner on 10 November 2018
Partnered with the Headstone
Project to identify unmarked
graves of returned service
personnel and place a
headstone on the graves

Corporate performance summary
The corporate services function provides support to DPC’s programs as well as
several arts statutory authorities, attached offices and agencies. During 2018-19
corporate services:
•

implemented a new approach for the way government oversees, assesses
and approves marketing communications and commercial sponsorship
activities

•

implemented new storage solutions to support arts and cultural heritage
collections

•

established a Diversity and Inclusion Advisory Committee to represent the
needs of our diverse workplace and champion strategies to achieve a greater
level of diversity and inclusion in the department

•

delivered the agency’s draft stretch Reconciliation Action Plan to
Reconciliation Australia

•

developed and implemented online courses for the department’s staff and
broader South Australian public sector to increase awareness of our culturally
and linguistically diverse population and assist staff to take constructive action
against racism

•

revised Premier and Cabinet Circular 39 Complaints Management in the
Public Sector in response to the Ombudsman’s complaints management audit
recommendations, guiding the development and implementation of complaints
management systems within the department and across the South Australian
public sector

•

achieved savings by creating efficiencies in office space planning and
relinquishing office accommodation space

•

supported several agencies in undertaking campaigns to promote awareness
of major government initiatives including payroll tax reform and the Home
Battery Scheme

•

developed and implemented automated, electronic briefings and
correspondence solutions, and transformed paper-based business processes
to be completely digital, to support a more modern workplace
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Employment opportunity programs
Program name

Performance

DPC Aboriginal and
Torres Strait
Islander
employment pools

As at 30 June 2019, 304 Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander candidates were registered on the employment
pools for vacancies across all classification levels
In the 2018-19 financial year, six candidates from the pools
were engaged into DPC roles

Agency performance management and development systems
Performance management
and development system

Performance

DPC’s Performance
Development Program
requires employees to
establish goals and priorities
for their work and
development that contribute
to DPC’s objectives

DPC continuously monitors and supports
employees to engage in regular and meaningful
performance development discussions
Compliance with performance development
requirements is measured through entries recorded
in the agency’s human resources management and
learning management systems

At a minimum, employees
As at 30 June 2019, 81.4% of employees had a
participate in bi-annual
performance development discussion in the past six
discussions with their
months
manager about performance
and development in line with
their goals and priorities

Work health, safety and return to work programs
Program name

Performance

Injury and Workers’
Compensation Management

DPC uses prevention, early intervention and active
case management strategies to minimise the
impact of work injury
DPC has consistently maintained a low rate of
significant injury, as benchmarked against the
South Australian public sector
There was a 74% reduction in workers’
compensation expenditure in 2018-19. This is
predominantly a result of machinery of
government changes which reduced the number
of employees in the department
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Program name

Performance

Wellbeing and Engagement

A comprehensive wellbeing program was delivered
in 2018-19, based on the concept of healthy
body/healthy mind. The program also aims to help
build resilience and a positive culture with a focus
on psychological wellbeing
Mental health first aid training was offered to all
designated first aiders and health and safety
representatives across 2018-19 as well as other
interested employees in line with provisions of the
South Australian Modern Public Sector Enterprise
Agreement – Salaried 2017
DPC has two Employee Assistance Program
providers with a wide range of online resources
made available to workers and their families in
addition to a variety of delivery methods for
counselling services

Workplace injury claims

Current
year
2018-19

Past year % Change
(+ / -)
2017-18

Total new workplace injury claims

6

8

-25%

Fatalities

0

0

0

Seriously injured workers*

0

0

0

Significant injuries (where lost time exceeds a
working week, expressed as frequency rate
per 1000 FTE)

0.0

1.3

-100%

*number of claimants assessed during the reporting period as having a whole person impairment of 30% or more
under the Return to Work Act 2014 (Part 2 Division 5)

Work health and safety regulations

Current
year
2018-19

Past year % Change
(+ / -)
2017-18

Number of notifiable incidents (Work Health
and Safety Act 2012, Part 3)

0

3

-100%

Number of provisional improvements,
improvement and prohibition notices (Work
Health and Safety Act 2012 sections 90, 191
and 195)

0

0

0
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Return to work costs**

Current
year
2018-19

Past year % Change
(+ / -)
2017-18

Total gross workers’ compensation
expenditure ($)

$130,841

$499,349

-74%

Income support payments – gross ($)

$41,659

$57,558

-28%

**before third-party recovery

Data for previous years is available at: Data.SA DPC Work Health and Safety &
Return to Work Performance
Executive employment in the agency
Executive classification

Number of executives

SAES1

20

SAES2

7

EXECE0F

1

Data for previous years is available at: Data.SA DPC Executives
The Office of the Commissioner for Public Sector Employment has a workforce
information page that provides further information on the breakdown of executive
gender, salary and tenure by agency.
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Financial performance
Financial performance at a glance
The following is a brief summary of the overall financial position of the agency. The
information is unaudited. Full audited financial statements for 2018-19 are attached
to this report.
Statement of
comprehensive income
Expenses
Revenues
Net cost of providing
services
Net Revenue from SA
Government
Net result
Total comprehensive result

2018-19
Budget
$000s
308 378
59 058
249 320

2018-19
Actual
$000s
289 487
61 583
227 904

Variation
$000s
18 891
2 525
21 416

2017-18
Actual
$000s
531 951
158 789
373 162

238 899

200 695

(38 204)

396 761

(10 421)
(10 421)

(27 209)
(27 209)

(16 788)
(16 788)

23 599
23 599

The department reported a $27.209 million loss for the 2018-19 financial year. This
result is $16.788 million unfavourable when compared with the 2018-19 budget,
mainly due to a large return of surplus cash to the Treasurer’s Consolidated Account,
offset by a favourable result for net cost of providing services mainly due to delayed
expenditure that will be carried over into future years.
Statement of financial
position
Current assets
Non-current assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets
Equity

2018-19
Budget
$000s
138 179
223 584
361 763
19 584
14 904
34 488
327 275
327 275

2018-19
Actual
$000s
81 535
205 420
286 955
19 695
13 901
33 596
253 359
253 359

Variation
$000s
(56 644)
(18 164)
(74 808)
(111)
1 003
892
(73 916)
(73 916)

2017-18
Actual
$000s
160 797
83 674
244 471
62 177
48 023
110 200
134 271
134 271

The department’s net assets at 30 June 2019 were $73.916 million lower than
budget, mainly due to a decrease in deposit accounts as a result of the return of
surplus cash to the Treasurer’s Consolidated Account and machinery of government
changes, and delays in investing expenditure that will be carried over into future
years.
For further information please see Appendix: Audited financial statements.
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Consultants disclosure
The following is a summary of external consultants that have been engaged by the
agency, the nature of work undertaken, and the actual payments made for the work
undertaken during the financial year.
Consultancies with a contract value below $10,000 each
Consultancies

Purpose

$ Actual payment

All consultancies below
$10,000 each - combined

Various

46 045

Consultancies with a contract value above $10,000 each
Consultancies

Purpose

$ Actual payment

Euan Ferguson Pty Ltd

To assist South Australia
to determine a
Consequence
Management approach

10 073

Creativation Pty Ltd

Prepare a business case
for SAGOV Services
Portal - 1st Contract

11 818

BDO Advisory (SA) Pty
Ltd

Deliver workshops to help
finalise the first State
Emergency Management
Committee (SEMC) State
Strategic Risk
Assessment

14 850

BDO Advisory (SA) Pty
Ltd

Provision of a
recommendation report in
relation to the
department's records
management resourcing
and support

16 286

Escient Pty Ltd

Develop a high-level
operating model and
propose a future
engagement approach for
the Digital Strategy for
South Australian
Government

17 319

Morton Philips Pty Ltd

Executive recruitment

18 000
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Consultancies

Purpose

$ Actual payment

TSS Cyber Pty Ltd

Provision of strategic
cyber security advisory
services to inform the
department's security
strategy

19 200

CQR Consulting Australia
Pty Ltd

Data analytics software
risk assessment proposal

22 640

ISDefence Pty Ltd

Business Continuity
Program Design for the
ICT and Digital
Government division

23 500

Accru Harris Orchard

Facilitate Lean training
and Lean review of
recruitment and
onboarding

24 500

Accru Harris Orchard

Conduct Your Voice
employee focus group
sessions

25 892

Thompson Lewis Ltd

Provision of a consultancy 27 339
program on a range of
issues including the
implementation of a
performance
management framework
for the South Australian
public service and work
with senior executives to
facilitate adoption;
strategic advice
surrounding the
implementation of election
commitments; and other
strategic advice

Creativation Pty Ltd

Prepare a business case
for SAGOV Services
Portal - 2nd Contract

29 545

Escient Pty Ltd

Develop a high-level
operating model and
propose a future
engagement approach for
the Digital Strategy for

29 898
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Consultancies

Purpose

$ Actual payment

South Australian
Government
Movecorp Australia Ltd

Provision of specialist
33 606
collection consultancy
advice and services
relating to a number of
collection storage projects
for the State Library of
South Australia

Wayne Eagleson
Consulting Ltd

Provision of a consultancy 34 771
program on a range of
issues including the
implementation of a
performance
management framework
for the South Australian
public service and work
with senior executives to
facilitate adoption;
strategic advice
surrounding the
implementation of election
commitments; and other
strategic advice on
transitioning to an altered
operating environment
under the new
government (3rd
Contract)

Movecorp Australia Ltd

Provision of specialist
collection consultancy
advice and services
relating to collection
storage for the Art Gallery

38 160

KPMG

Provision of independent
advice and assistance in
relation to the new
procurement function in
the Department of the
Premier and Cabinet

57 423

Wayne Eagleson
Consulting Ltd

Provision of a consultancy 70 188
program on a range of
issues including the
implementation of a
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Consultancies

Purpose

$ Actual payment

performance
management framework
for the South Australian
public service and work
with senior executives to
facilitate adoption;
strategic advice
surrounding the
implementation of election
commitments; and other
strategic advice on
transitioning to an altered
operating environment
under the new
government (2nd
Contract)
Deloitte Risk Advisory Pty
Ltd

Prepare a business case
for the Digital Platform
budget bid

87 619

Ernst & Young

High level departmental
organisational structure
review

95 844

Joyce Advisory Ltd

Review of the
Government’s
international and
interstate engagement
bodies and functions

108 494

CQR Consulting Australia
Pty Ltd

Review of Information
Security Management
Framework for the Office
for Cyber Security

111 750

Innovation Performance
Australia Pty Ltd

Contract for South
Australian Defence
Supply Chain Industry
Attraction Action Plan

113 636

PricewaterhouseCoopers

Define the vision and
scope of the National Arts
and Cultures Gallery

122 033

KPMG

Audit of NEC services per
the Network Management
Services (NMS) and
Distribution Computing

138 790
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Consultancies

Purpose

$ Actual payment

Support Services (DCSS)
across Government
Agencies
Gherashe Consultants
Pty Ltd

Develop the South
Australian Government's
Arts Plan for the 20192024 period

349 998

Total (27) 1 699 217
Data for previous years is available at: Data.SA Consultants engaged by the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
See also the Consolidated Financial Report of the Department of Treasury and
Finance for total value of consultancy contracts across the South Australian public
sector.
Contractors disclosure
The following is a summary of external contractors that have been engaged by the
agency, the nature of work undertaken, and the actual payments made for work
undertaken during the financial year.
Contractors with a contract value below $10,000
Contractors

Purpose

$ Actual payment

All contractors below
$10,000 each - combined

Various

79 238

Contractors with a contract value above $10,000 each
Contractors

Purpose

$ Actual payment

Simply Speaking

Facilitate consultation for
the Multicultural
Legislative Review 2019

10 227

System Solutions
Engineering

Media Monitoring Unit
Technical Support

11 050

Talent Options

Temporary staff

11 419

BDO Advisory (SA) Pty
Ltd

Professional services
relating to DPC
Communications Strategy

12 013
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Contractors

Purpose

$ Actual payment

Harrison McMillan Pty Ltd

Temporary staff for work
on ICT infrastructure that
has been capitalised

14 983

Randstad Pty Ltd

Temporary staff

15 311

Haymakr

Concept development
and testing for the Budget
campaign

17 500

DFP Recruitment
Services

Temporary staff

17 557

Kiikstart Pty Ltd

Design and run workshop
for Digital Skills Program
action plan

17 974

See Marketing &
Communications

Communication and
project management
support provided for DPC
projects including
YourSAy dashboard and
engagements and
Blockchain Summit

19 125

University Of Melbourne

Engagement of PhD
student for Business
Identity Project within the
ICT and Digital
Government division

20 000

Life Registered

Data extraction, data
20 494
cleansing and automation
for the Attorney-General's
Department to support the
Vulnerable Children
Project

Enthdegree

Provision of a
professional independent
media service to establish
industry standard rate
cards to be used in
contract negotiation
relating to the new Master
Media contract

21 155

Iocane Pty Ltd

Design and
implementation of a

24 100
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Contractors

Purpose

$ Actual payment

Vulnerable Children’s
Project production
solution
ABFA Pty Ltd

Price review of
government ICT services
and development of a
cost recovery framework

24 750

Leapsheep Pty Ltd

Run incubation program
for Blockchain Innovation
Challenge finalists

25 000

First People Digital Pty
Ltd

Support for inter-agency
and client relationship
management (CRM)
system

30 000

Chamonix IT
Management

Amendments to the
current communications
approval portal

35 850

Iocane Pty Ltd

Cyber security lead
architect

37 242

East West Consultants
Pty Ltd

Accountancy support for
the Agent General's office
in London

38 806

Optus Communications

Senior technical support
41 683
for operational and project
work on ICT infrastructure
and services for the
provision of across
government ICT services

Paxus Australia Ltd

Temporary staff

48 567

Modis Staffing Pty Ltd

Temporary staff

49 576

Shearn & Co Pty Ltd

Project Lead for Lot
Fourteen

54 000

Manpower Services Aust
Pty Ltd

Temporary staff

56 878

Objective Corporation Ltd

Upgrade records
management system to
Objective 10.5

61 670
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Contractors

Purpose

$ Actual payment

Iocane Pty Ltd

Managed technology
services of an
infrastructure platform for
client agencies relating to
engineering support and
maintenance activities for
the Office for Data
Analytics

67 311

Hudson Global
Resources (Aust)

Temporary staff for work
on ICT infrastructure that
has been capitalised

83 702

Enthdegree

Provision of independent
non-financial auditing
services for the South
Australian Government's
Master Media Agency
Scheme

88 237

Manpower Services Aust
Pty Ltd

Temporary staff for work
on ICT infrastructure that
has been capitalised

130 747

NEC IT Services Australia Senior technical support
Pty Ltd
for project work on ICT
infrastructure that has
been capitalised

163 758

Hudson Global
Resources (Aust)

Temporary staff

245 343

Peoplebank Australia Ltd

Temporary staff for work
on ICT infrastructure that
has been capitalised

299 382

Modis Staffing Pty Ltd

Temporary staff for work
on ICT infrastructure that
has been capitalised

309 441

Talent International (SA)
Pty Ltd

Temporary staff for work
on ICT infrastructure that
has been capitalised

317 385

Solstice Media Ltd

Creation and distribution
of communications,
highlighting South

375 000
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Contractors

Purpose

$ Actual payment

Australian economic and
cultural activity
NEC IT Services Australia Senior technical support
524 820
Pty Ltd
for operational and project
work on ICT infrastructure
and services for the
provision of across
government ICT services
Hays Specialist
Recruitment

Temporary staff for work
on ICT infrastructure that
has been capitalised

560 125

Hays Specialist
Recruitment

Temporary staff

578 550

Talent International (SA)
Pty Ltd

Temporary staff

774 730

Peoplebank Australia Ltd

Temporary staff

905 561
Total (40) 6 240 260

Data for previous years is available at: Data.SA Contractors engaged by the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
The details of South Australian Government-awarded contracts for goods, services,
and works are displayed on the South Australian Tenders and Contracts website.
View the agency list of contracts.
The website also provides details of across government contracts.
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Risk management
Risk and performance at a glance
The department’s Risk and Performance function:
•

provides objective assurance and consulting activities to advance the
department’s ability to achieve its strategic objectives

•

assists the Chief Executive and department in the effective discharge of
responsibilities relating to risk management, governance and internal control

•

provides support to the Risk and Performance Committee (committee), one of
the key governance committees supporting the Chief Executive.

The Risk and Performance function operates independently of the activities that it
audits to ensure unbiased judgements, which is essential to its proper conduct and
provision of impartial advice to management.
Risk and Performance Committee
The committee met on six occasions during 2018-19.
Membership consists of both internal and external members and the committee is
independently chaired.
During 2018-19 the committee provided independent assurance on the operation
and effectiveness of risk management, internal controls and compliance
requirements for the department as prescribed under the committee Terms of
Reference.
During the year the committee:
•

implemented new Terms of Reference, which broadened the mandate and
role of the committee to also include business best practice and performance
governance

•

completed an organisational strategic risk review

•

monitored the efficient delivery of the 2018-19 annual internal audit plan.

Fraud detected in the agency
Category/nature of fraud

Number of instances

Not applicable

0

NB: Fraud reported includes actual and reasonably suspected incidents of fraud.

Data for previous years is available at: Data.SA fraud detected within the Department
of the Premier and Cabinet
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Strategies implemented to control and prevent fraud
Policies and
procedures

The department has adopted and promotes The Code of
Ethics for the South Australian Public Sector, which
provides guidance to employees on appropriate behaviour.
The processes for preventing, detecting and responding to
the risks of fraud are documented in the department’s
Corruption and Maladministration Control Policy and
Corruption and Maladministration Control Strategy which
are consistent with the across government Fraud and
Corruption Policy issued by the Commissioner for Public
Sector Employment.

Internal processes

Processes are in place for identifying, recording, analysing,
reporting and escalating fraud and corruption loss events
and control failures.
These processes are supported by mechanisms to prevent,
detect and respond to the risks of fraud, including:
•
•
•

annual internal audit plans
monthly executive financial performance reports
certification of internal controls under the DPC
Financial Management Compliance Program and the
end of financial year statements preparation process.

Annual financial
report

The annual financial report is supported by a system of
internal controls that are monitored and assessed during the
financial year through the department’s internal assurance
processes and other processes undertaken by Shared
Services SA as the external service provider.

Employee
induction and
online training

The induction process ensures that all new employees are
made aware of the Code of Ethics for the South Australian
Public Sector and the Corruption and Maladministration
Control Policy. This policy clearly stipulates a zero-tolerance
position in respect to fraud and corruption. All staff are also
required to complete an online Fraud and Corruption
Awareness course within six months of commencement.

Financial
Management
Compliance
program

Appropriate business practices are reinforced through the
department’s Financial Management Compliance Program
(FMCP), as mandated by Treasurer’s Instructions 28. The
FMCP was undertaken through a control self-assessment
comprising a series of questions which assess relevant
policies, procedures, systems, internal controls, risk
management, and statutory/financial/management reporting
that is in operation across all business units within the
department.
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Risk assessments

During the year the department conducted a high-level
fraud risk assessment as part of the bi-annual operational
risk review to ensure potential fraud risks were identified
and appropriate fraud controls were in place or were going
to be implemented. Outcomes from that review will be
monitored by Risk and Performance and have been
considered during the development of the 2019-20 internal
audit plan.
A strategic risk review was also undertaken during the year
which involved updating the department’s strategic risks to
ensure they continue to reflect the current risk environment,
focusing on those risks that could cause a critical or major
consequence to the achievement of the department’s
strategic objectives. A departmental risk appetite statement
was developed as part of the review to clearly define the
boundaries for prudent and consistent decision-making to
effectively deliver our strategy.

Whistleblowers disclosure
Number of occasions on which public interest information has been disclosed to a
responsible officer of the agency under the Whistleblowers Protection Act 1993:
Nil
Data for previous years is available at: Data.SA Whistleblowers Protection Act 1993
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Reporting required under any other act or regulation
Act or Regulation

Requirement

Emergency Management Act 2004

Part 2 – State Emergency Management
Committee
Section 13 – Annual Report by SEMC
(1) SEMC must, on or before 30
September in each year, present a report
to the Minister on the operations of SEMC
during the preceding financial year.
(2) The Minister must, within 12 sitting
days after receipt of a report under this
section, cause copies of the report to be
laid before both Houses of Parliament.

The State Emergency Management Committee (SEMC) is established by section 6
of the Emergency Management Act 2004 (the Act) to provide leadership and
maintain oversight of emergency management planning in the state. SEMC supports
the Premier as Minister for the Act, and leads initiatives requested by the Emergency
Management Council (EMC) Cabinet Committee.
Under the Act, SEMC is responsible for leading and overseeing state emergency
management planning, monitoring and evaluation, assuring the South Australian
Government’s capacity to deliver plans, identifying and addressing risk, and
coordinating emergency management policies and strategies (including strategies
and policies developed at a national level and agreed to by the State).
During 2018-19, SEMC met seven times and delivered a range of projects and
initiatives aligned to its legislative responsibilities and strategic intent. Specifically,
the committee spent time considering the changing risk environment to inform its
strategic direction and priorities.
Other outcomes included:
•

•

•

delivering activities in the SEMC Strategic Plan 2017-2022 designed to
enhance assurance and lessons management programs, improve the
understanding of risk, build workforce capability, introduce a focus on
managing consequences and support broader community and business
disaster resilience
improving South Australia’s strategic approach to recovering from a
catastrophic event (with complex and long-term consequences) and agreeing
a work plan to strengthen arrangements
establishing the South Australian Countering Violent Extremism SubCommittee to improve governance, planning and community engagement to
reduce the risk of extreme violence
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•

publishing the final report of the South Australian Government’s response to
the Independent Review of the Extreme Weather Event 2016 (Burns Review).

Eight new and eight on-going State Strategic Projects were approved and supported
by SEMC to enhance and strengthen plans and capabilities in areas such as small
business resilience, disaster resilience in at-risk communities, hazard risk mapping,
consequence management and relief and recovery funding reform.
The committee also provided advice to five EMC meetings, noting there were no
disaster events requiring extraordinary meetings.

Act or Regulation

Requirement

City of Adelaide Act 1998

Division 4 – Reporting and review
Section 16 – Reporting
(1) The Capital City Committee must
ensure that a report is prepared by
31 October in each year on the operation
of the collaborative arrangements
established under or pursuant to this Act
during the financial year ending on the
preceding 30 June.
(2) The Premier must ensure that copies of
a report prepared under subsection (1) are
laid before both Houses of Parliament
within 12 sitting days after the report is
completed.
(3) The Lord Mayor must ensure that
copies of a report prepared under
subsection (1) are presented to the
Adelaide City Council within four weeks
after the report is completed.

The Capital City Committee (CCC) is an intergovernmental body established under
the City of Adelaide Act 1998 (the Act) which sets out its membership and functions.
The primary function of the CCC is to enhance and promote the development of the
city of Adelaide as the capital city of the State.
Under section 7 of the Act, the CCC membership is constituted as follows:
• the Premier, or a Minister nominated by the Premier, who is the chair of the
CCC
• two other Ministers nominated by the Premier
• the Lord Mayor or, if the Lord Mayor chooses not to be a member of the CCC,
another member of the City of Adelaide (CoA) nominated by the council
• two other members of the CoA nominated by the council.
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The functions of the CCC are set out in section 10 of the Act and include to:
• identify and promote key strategic requirements for the economic, social,
physical and environmental development and growth of the city of Adelaide
• promote and assist in maximising opportunities for the effective coordination
of public and private resources to meet the key strategic requirements
identified by the CCC and recommend priorities for joint action by the State
Government and the CoA
• monitor the implementation of programs to promote the development of the
city of Adelaide
• make provision for the publication of key strategies, goals and commitments
relevant to the development and growth of the city of Adelaide
• collect, analyse and distribute information about the economic, social,
physical and environmental development of the city of Adelaide.
As per legislated requirements, the CCC met four times in 2018-19. The 2017-18
Annual Report was tabled (concurrently with the 2016-17 Annual Report) on
14 February 2018.

Act or Regulation

Requirement

Public Sector (Data Sharing) Act
2016

Division 4 – Reporting and review
Section 16 – Reporting
Section 17 – Annual Report
(1) The Minister must, as soon as
practicable after each 30 June, cause a
report to be prepared about the operation
of this Act during the year ended on that
30 June.
(2) Without limiting subsection (1), a report
relating to a year must include the following
matters:
(a) in relation to the provision of public
sector data pursuant to a direction of the
Office for Data Analytics (ODA) under
section 6(4), a list of such directions
including, in respect of each direction
(i) the identity of the data provider
and data recipient; and
(ii) the nature of the data; and
(iii) whether the public sector data
contained personal information and
whether the data was, at the time of
the direction, exempt public sector
data;
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Act or Regulation

Requirement
(b) a summary of the results of data
analytics work undertaken by ODA and
made available to public sector agencies,
the private sector and the general public;
(c) in relation to the provision of public
sector data containing personal information
under section 8(1), a list of all instances of
such provision including the identification
of the data provider and data recipient, the
general nature of the data and the purpose
for which the data was shared;
(d) a list of all directions made by the
Minister under section 9(1), including, in
respect of each direction—
(i) the identification of the data
provider and data recipient and the
general nature of the public sector
data; and
(ii) the purpose for which the public
sector data was to be provided; and
(iii) whether the direction related to
public sector data containing
personal information and whether
the data was, at the time of the
direction, exempt public sector data;
(e) a list of all agreements entered into
pursuant to section 13(1) including, in
respect of each agreement—
(i) the identification of the parties to
the agreement and the general
nature of the data being shared; and
(ii) whether the agreement related to
the sharing of public sector data
containing personal information and
whether the public sector data was,
at the time of sharing, exempt public
sector data.
(3) The Minister must, within six sitting
days after receipt of a report under this
section, cause copies of the report to be
laid before each House of the Parliament.
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The Office for Data Analytics (ODA) is a unit within DPC and was established by
section 6 of the Public Sector (Data Sharing) Act 2016 on 30 May 2017 to:
•
•
•
•

undertake data analytics work in collaboration with agencies (mostly multiagency)
facilitate data sharing between other agencies
inform agencies about their service delivery, operations and performance
upskill government in evidence-based decision-making using data and
analytics.

Operations and activities from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019 are summarised on the
DPC website.
(2) (a) in relation to the provision of public sector data pursuant to a direction of ODA
under section 6(4), a list of such directions including, in respect of each direction–
(i) the identity of the data provider and data recipient; and
(ii) the nature of the data; and
(iii) whether the public sector data contained personal information and
whether the data was, at the time of the direction, exempt public sector data.
There were no instances of ODA, under section 6(4), directing a public sector
agency to provide public sector data to ODA during the period 1 July 2018 to
30 June 2019.
(2) (b) a summary of the results of data analytics work undertaken by ODA and
made available to public sector agencies, the private sector and the general public is
provided below.
During 2018-19, ODA:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

analysed Department of Child Protection (DCP) data to identify trends and
patterns of the location of incidents of child protection notification
collaborated with DCP on the design and data composition of an interactive
dashboard
created an operational dashboard for DCP’s Call Centre Multi-Agency
Assessment Unit for internal reporting purposes
produced and delivered a Data Quality report to DCP detailing the data
quality, data management practices and operational impact that included
recommendations and suggestions to improve current data processing and
data/information management practices
continued the Vulnerable Children’s Project
integrated data to identify key trends in South Australian business and labour
markets and provide analysis for use in policy development (results were
shared with Return to Work SA and DPC)
conducted optical character recognition and sentiment analysis to save time
transcribing handwriting (results were shared with the Commission for
Children and Young People)
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

continued work on the Energy4Life application program that provides
information on power-dependent individuals in the event of a significant
blackout (results were shared between Red Cross and SA Health)
developed an economic complexity model for DPC’s Cabinet Office
produced a Trade Database dashboard, which was made accessible to
multiple agencies
assisted the Department for Health and Wellbeing to identify test use cases
for the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) National Data Asset
developed a predictive model to identify future locations of sporting facilities in
collaboration with the Office for Recreation, Sport and Racing and UniSA Data
Science
provided a dashboard for the Home Battery Scheme
carried out quality analysis on the Department for Correctional Services
prepared and delivered two analytic reports on child protection notification
trends to DCP’s Southern Regional Office and its regional offices
provided input into the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure’s
cabinet submission on the privacy/legal implications of automated vehicles
provided mapping support via Social Risk Factors Atlas, delivered to
Department of Human Services.

(2) (c) in relation to the provision of public sector data containing personal
information under 8(1), a list of all instances of such provision including the
identification of the data provider and data recipient, the general nature of the data
and the purpose for which the data was shared;
Data can be located via the DPC website.
(2) (d) a list of all directions made by the Minister under section 9(1), including, in
respect of each direction(i) the identification of the data provider and data recipient and the general
nature of the public sector data; and
(ii) the purpose for which the public sector data was to be provided; and
(iii) whether the direction related to public sector data containing personal
information and whether the data was at the time of the direction, exempt
public sector data.
There were no instances of the Minister, under section 9(1) directing a public sector
agency to provide public sector data to another public sector agency during the
period 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019.
(2) (e) a list of all agreements entered into pursuant to section 13(1) including, in
respect of each agreement(i) the identification of the parties to the agreement and the general nature of
the data being shared
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(ii) whether the agreement related to the sharing of public sector data
containing personal information and whether the public sector data was, at the
time of sharing, exempt public sector data.
There were no instances of the Minister, under section 13(1) directing entering into
an agreement with a relevant non-government entity during the period 1 July 2018 to
30 June 2019.
Act or Regulation

Requirement

South Australian Multicultural and
Ethnic Affairs Commission Act 1980

Part 3 – Miscellaneous
Section 23 – Annual Report
(1) The Commission must, on or before
30 September in each year, present a
report to the Minister on the operations of
the Commission during the preceding
financial year.
(2) A report under this section must
incorporate the audited statement of
accounts of the Commission for the
financial year to which the report relates.
(3) The Minister must, within 12 sitting
days after receipt of a report under this
section, cause copies of the report to be
laid before the Houses of Parliament.

The South Australian Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs Commission (SAMEAC) is a
statutory body that reports to the Premier, the Hon Steven Marshall MP, and the
Assistant Minister to the Premier, the Hon Jing Lee MLC.
The SAMEAC was established under the South Australian Multicultural and Ethnic
Affairs Commission Act 1980, and its primary functions are to:
•

increase awareness and understanding of the ethnic diversity of the South
Australian community and the implications of that diversity

•

advise the government and public authorities on, and assist them in, all matters
relating to multiculturalism and ethnic affairs.

Multicultural Affairs provides executive support to the SAMEAC which currently has
12 board members.
As a statutory authority, the SAMEAC produces an Annual Report which can be
accessed via the DPC website.
Reporting required under the Carers Recognition Act 2005
Nil to report.
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Public complaints
Number of public complaints reported
Complaint
categories

Sub-categories

Example

Number of
complaints
2018-19

Professional
behaviour

Staff attitude

Failure to demonstrate
values such as empathy,
respect, fairness, courtesy,
extra mile; cultural
competency

0

Professional
behaviour

Staff competency

Failure to action service
request; poorly informed
decisions; incorrect or
incomplete service provided

0

Professional
behaviour

Staff knowledge

Lack of service specific
knowledge; incomplete or
out-of-date knowledge

0

Communication Communication
quality

Inadequate, delayed or
absent communication with
customer

1

Communication Confidentiality

Customer’s confidentiality or
privacy not respected;
information shared
incorrectly

0

Service
delivery

Systems/technology System offline; inaccessible
to customer; incorrect
result/information provided;
poor system design

2

Service
delivery

Access to services

Service difficult to find;
location poor; facilities/
environment poor standard;
not accessible to customers
with disabilities

0

Service
delivery

Process

Processing error; incorrect
process used; delay in
processing application;
process not customer
responsive

1
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Complaint
categories

Sub-categories

Example

Number of
complaints
2018-19

Policy

Policy application

Incorrect policy
interpretation; incorrect
policy applied; conflicting
policy advice given

0

Policy

Policy content

Policy content difficult to
understand; policy
unreasonable or
disadvantages customer

0

Service quality

Information

1

Service quality

Access to
information

Service quality

Timeliness

Service quality

Safety

Service quality

Service
responsiveness

No case to
answer

No case to answer

Incorrect, incomplete, out
dated or inadequate
information; not fit for
purpose
Information difficult to
understand, hard to find or
difficult to use; not plain
English
Lack of staff punctuality;
excessive waiting times
(outside of service
standard); timelines not met
Maintenance; personal or
family safety; duty of care
not shown; poor security
service/ premises; poor
cleanliness
Service design doesn’t meet
customer needs; poor
service fit with customer
expectations
Third party; customer
misunderstanding;
redirected to another
agency; insufficient
information to investigate
Total

15
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Additional metrics

Total

Number of positive feedback comments

68

Number of negative feedback comments

6

Total number of feedback comments

74

% complaints resolved within policy timeframes

75

Data for previous years is available at: Data.SA Public Complaints received by the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
Service improvements for period
Service improvements resulting from complaints or consumer suggestions
over 2018-19
While the small number of public complaints and feedback limits extensive
analysis, there were some opportunities to improve the department’s complaint
processes and improve policy compliance.
Complaint triggers included poor customer information, technology failure or
process issues. Where there was no case to answer, generally the complaint
triggers were customer misunderstanding, or another agency was responsible.
The number of complaints where the department was responsible compared
with those triggered by other causes was similar.
Encouragingly, where there was a service failure or perceived deficiency, DPC
teams implemented effective service improvements. For example, Multicultural
Affairs received a complaint regarding how they managed negative public
comments in social media posts as part of their Multicultural Legislative Review
2019. As a result of discussions with the customer and reviewing how other
organisations manage social media comments, Multicultural Affairs has
improved and clarified their community standards statement for future social
media consultations.
Cabinet Office developed an online portal for the South Australian Lobbyist
Register to improve the annual return process. The portal eliminates the need
to send in a paper form and makes it easier for lobbyists to understand what
information is required. The portal has around 80 users. Feedback on this
service improvement has been positive, as the previous process was
sometimes considered confusing and required rework by employees. The one
complaint raised about the portal’s performance related to an issue that was
being fixed and was resolved within 24 hours.
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Service improvements resulting from complaints or consumer suggestions
over 2018-19
It should be noted that fewer than 75% of complaints were resolved either
within 21 business days or within a negotiated extension as per the
department’s policy. Anecdotally, this appears to be due in part to employees
becoming more familiar with their local complaints procedure, as well as team
roles and responsibilities settling post machinery of government changes. It is
anticipated that compliance with policy timeframes will improve with experience
over time.
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Appendix: Audited financial statements 2018-19
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